ABOUT KEIS GEORGE

OFFICES

Founded in 1985, Keis George is a subrogation law firm representing
insurance companies throughout the United States. We litigate in
state and federal courts in the following areas: Large Loss Property;
Commercial and Residential Fires; Workers’ Compensation;
Construction Defect; Gas Explosions; Product Liability; Trucking
and Transportation; and Commercial Collections.
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Through our Second Look Program, we can improve your ratio of
files closed with no recovery by identifying claims with subrogation
potential and proposing a plan to work those claims to recovery. Our
Second Look Program helps clients capitalize on missed subrogation
opportunities. As there is no cost to review a file, send it in before
you close it out.
Keis George Reports, our Client Portal, is secure proprietary software
that helps clients mine big data with little effort. Client Portal offers
clients detailed status updates and real time file information with the
click of a mouse. Clients may access the portal 24/7 with their user
name and password from any electronic device in the world.
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Early Involvement is a strategic, investigative process to help
field adjusters manage the subrogation side of a large loss
claim. The moment a large loss is reported, our attorneys
immediately make preparations to investigate the loss onsite while our
paralegals acknowledge and setup the claim. Once onsite, our
attorneys use various tactics to ensure a good claim is a recoverable
claim.
At Keis George, we have the resources to confront complex
claims, provide highly personalized attention, and offer a
competitive fee structure. Clients can expect superior case
management, information security, and increased recoveries. To take
advantage of the capabilities of a national law practice with the
consideration of a local firm, allow Keis George to redefine what it
means to recover your money faster.
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OUR ASSISTANCE SAVES YOU
TIME AND RESOURCES ON
LARGE LOSS CLAIMS













We ensure the integrity of
the scene and preserve
evidence
We choose the right
experts
We coordinate joint scene
examinations and site
inspections
We identify and interview key targets and
witnesses and canvass the area for
additional parties of interest
We place third parties on notice
We obtain fire reports, 911 tapes, and meet
with fire investigators
We exercise stringent control over spending
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